
Welcome to Our Issue�
on the Arts and�

Spirituality�

What is the relationship between�
the arts and spirituality? Are they�
the same dance? Are the arts the�
language of Spirit? Do the arts�
embody Spirit, leading us to�
revelation?�

Cover graphic�: Felted and�
needle-felted panel by Sioux�
Lookout children, courtesy of�
Aileen Urquhart�

Inside these pages we explore the�
intersection of�
spirituality and visual art; .......1-2�
spirituality and music; ................3�
spirituality and poetry; ............4-5�
spirituality and drama. ............8-9�

How might we offer hospitality to�
the arts? ....................................6-7�

 I have, I think, always been�
influenced by the visual. I began�
drawing when I was three and spent�
the year I was five (absent from�
kindergarten because of hip surgery)�
creating art in various ways. For�
most of my school subjects I made�
illustrations using crayons and�
markers, whether required or not.�
Art was my all-time favourite�
subject. Despite that, I went into�
science as a first career and ministry�
as a second.�
 Art has always been a sustaining�
and regenerating activity for me. I�
have explored quilting, watercolour,�
cross-stitch and felting. In science,�

my love of art manifested itself in�
photos and diagrams to illustrate the�
data. In ministry, I found ways to�
use visual methods for sharing�
scripture, stories and reflection in�
worship. Godly Play, for example,�
appeals to my need for visual�
engagement in storytelling. A much�
appreciated sabbatical focused in�
part on the connections between art�
and spirituality.�
 A few years ago I was part of a�
ministry formation group in which�
we were invited to share our�
individual faith journeys. Weary of�
words, I chose to illustrate my�
spiritual life in fabric, and fabric�

pictures emerged – dyed, painted,�
appliqu�é�d and quilted – of the�
saints, goddesses and spirits that�
influence the creative part of my�
life. The colours and the patterns of�
the fabric help me to connect the�
sacred and holy with the events,�
experiences and people in my life.�
 One summer a friend and I�
offered a week-long program for�
children called Nature, Art and�
Spirit. We chose the theme of trees,�
using relevant stories, poems and�
songs. We made cloth and felt,�
using dyes (including natural plant�
dyes) to colour cotton and wool,�

Visual Art and the Spirit: an Intimate Connection�
By Aileen Urquhart�

Continued on page 2�
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 Is this phrase familiar to you?�
 I am pursuing a ThD at�
Emmanuel College, with a thesis on�
Katharine B. Hockin’s missiology�
of companionship.�Hockin taught�
Missiology at United Church�
Training School (later Covenant�
College and still later Centre for�
Christian Studies) from 1952-58,�
and at the Canadian School of�
Missions and Ecumenical Institute�
(later the Ecumenical Forum and�
still later the Canadian Churches’�
Forum for Global Ministries) from�
1964-76. Marion Pope (U55)�
remembers “holding ‘both/and’�
together in creative tension” as a�
favourite phrase of Hockin, and I�
expect that this will be a very�
important part of my thesis.�

then felting the wool, and�
experimenting with needle-felting.�
With the resulting materials, the�
children created prayer flags,�
aprons, wall-hangings, bags and�
pillowcases. The group of 12�
children collaborated to create a�
four-foot by four-foot felted wool�
panel of a “tree of life,” celebrating�
the spirit of abundance (see cover).�
They also collaborated on a project�
inspired by the earth artwork of�
Andy Goldsworthy, outlining their�
bodies on the sand, then outlining�
and filling the shapes with found�
objects – stones, branches, cones,�
flowers, moss. The results were a�
beautiful arc of the images of the�
children, which shifted and changed�
with the wind, rain, and footsteps of�
passersby.�
[Aileen (U94) graduated from the�
Western Field Based Program and�
lives in Sioux Lookout.]�

Continued from page 1� “Holding ‘Both/And’ Together in�
Creative Tension”�
By Jung Hee Park�

 Anyone who has notes of�
Hockin’s lectures, any written�
materials related to her, or memories�
of her main missiological teachings,�
please contact me at�
junghee.park@utoronto.ca� or 519-�
853-1008. I would appreciate your�
help, and the United Church�
Archives would appreciate additions�
to Hockin’s files.�
 Thank you.�

New Faces at Woodsworth House�
Marc Desrosiers� hardly seems�

new any more at CCS! Recently the�
Director of Development and�
Alumni at the Salvation Army�
Booth University College in�
Winnipeg, Marc joined CCS staff�
on March 15 as Development and�
Community Relations Coordinator.�
Full of energy and new ideas, he has�
been hard at work since then.�

 As of August 1,�Maylanne�
Maybee�will be CCS’s new�
principal. An Anglican deacon for�
over 30 years, Maylanne has worked�
for the past decade and a half for the�
General Synod of the Anglican�
Church of Canada, first as�
Coordinator, Mission and Justice�
Education, then as Coordinator for�
Ecojustice Networks.�

Notes from CCS�
 You are invited to a reception to�
honour and thank our Acting�
Principal, Charlotte Caron. It will be�
held at Woodsworth House, 60�
Maryland St., Winnipeg, from 4:00�
to 5:30 p.m. on June 29. Charlotte is�
looking forward to returning to her�
“retirement.”�

*  *  *�
 We currently have 61 PAR (pre-�
authorized remittance) donors, who�
provide a monthly, pre-authorized�
gift to CCS. Our goal is to increase�
this number to 81 by the end of the�
summer.�
 PAR at $25 per month, or $300�
each year, will pay for annual�
library periodicals; PAR at $50 per�
month, or $600 each year, will�
allow us to acquire new liturgical�
music and texts; PAR at $100 per�
month, or $1,200, will pay the City�
of Winnipeg property taxes; PAR at�
$150 per month, or $1,800 per year,�
will replace two computers and�
monitors over a one-year period;�
PAR at $200 per month, or $2,400�
per year, will provide indispensable�
operating funds for our ministry.�
 PAR is simple to set up. All�
donations are tax deductible, and�
you can cancel your PAR gift at any�
time with a telephone call. For more�
information, contact Marc�
Desrosiers at 204-783-4490 x 22.�
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It would have been enough�
  to drink tap water�
 Would have been enough�
  to have one friend�
 Would have been enough�
  to hear folks laughing�
 Just to be ...�

 I was never going to be a�
musician when I grew up.�
 I wanted to change the world.�
And I didn’t want to become�
dependent on the applause of others�
to do it. I didn’t want to be�
“pleasing” (like women were�
supposed to be). I didn’t want to be�
relegated to an art form that was so�
easily tamed in the faith community.�
And I didn’t want to play the organ.�
 Then something happened. I�
noticed that, in music, there was a�
deep listening. Listeners receive at a�
level that is deeply felt and yet�
connected to their intellect. A�
connection is made between what I�
am singing and your experience. I�
misunderstood this at first, thinking�
that I was supposed to deliver�
information to people: “Here is the�
issue; here is the solution; get out�
there and do it.” I was annoyed�
when people drew connections that�
I had not intended at all. Now I�
understand this connection-making�

as the work of the Spirit, the listener�
and me together in artful�
collaboration.�
 I can point to the moment in any�
concert when the audience, as a�
group, drops into a different space,�
suddenly able to hear things at an�
entirely different level. This is also�
the deep listening of the performer –�
the one who notices what has just�
happened to us together, and�
discerns where we go next. Is the�
next song joyous in praise? Is it�
ridiculous and disarming? Is it a step�
deeper into inner emotional terrain,�
so often masked at church?�
 To sing together is my greatest�
joy. I can think of no more beautiful�
sound than that of adults and�
children singing their faith together.�
Clearly something profound�
happens when we raise our voices�
together, something that creates a�
kind of holy vibration between us,�
that provides a sense of being�
“heard” by the universe, that gives a�
unity of purpose and devotion.�
 This has been a hard two years,�
during which I, like most musicians�
in Canada, have had to ask if it were�
actually still possible to pay the bills�
with a song. I have spent time in�
heavy discernment, sometimes with�
the bank statement in front of me,�
sometimes with the bible,�

The Spirituality of Singing�
By Linnea Good�

sometimes right in the middle of a�
concert. “God, am I clinging to�
something here when I am being�
asked to adjust or even completely�
change course?” The message back�
has been: “Carry on. This Church�
needs to sing.” The sheer thrill of�
cutting loose on stage, the moment�
when people’s shoulders loosen in�
laughter, the holy glow that appears�
around a group of people as we sing�
together – it all continues to sing�
back to me: “Carry on.”�

 It would have been enough�
  And this is true�
 that still my life burst open�
  when it gave me you.�
 And I'll be singing thank you�
  till the day is new, because�
 It would have been enough.�

   -L.Good, from her CD�
Momentary Saints�

[Linnea is a singer-songwriter who�
tours much of the year in her trio,�
Good Company. The latest of her�
family CDs,�Swimmin’ Like a Bird�,�
was thrice nominated for major�
Canadian awards as Outstanding�
Children’s Album of the Year. She is�
a former CCS student.]�

Right�: Table at the�
centre of the circle�

one morning during�
the Education�

Ministry Spring�
Learning Circle.�

Each of the candles�
around the outside�

represents a person�
in the Learning�

Circle.�
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Not Yet Easter�
It is an unsettled Sabbath day�
Anger swirling in the smoke of sadness,�
palm branches still smouldering from rioting in the streets,�
and in this dusty dawn, when the air has not quite settled,�
there are water carriers coming to and fro, as if the world had walked on by.�

My heart slain, death has come and gone.�
There is no going back now�
There is no last breath waiting on the air,�
it has come and gone and i am so very very lost.�

A walking ghost,�
wondering if my body will possibly ache any further if burned by the sun,�
walking street by street as the sun splits open the dusty road,�
hoping to wear my pain braised on my skin.�

Knowing that it was i who silently witnessed the crowd ‘crucify crucify crucify’�
Knowing that it was i who smiled sweetly and innocent�
when the guards walked by to pluck him from the garden,�
hoping of all fear that they would not take me away too, to be raped by their sword.�
Knowing that it was i who paid my taxes to Caesar to give these soldiers bread.�

I have heard said that love is stronger,�
I have heard said that three days will not pass without the Spirit’s transformation,�
And i have heard the sorrow of my heart that walks on ahead of me,�
cry out that it will breathe its last before the stone moves but a hair’s breadth.�

Marcie Gibson�
(CCS student,�
3rd theme year)�

Behold ... Mother Earth�
Who freely gives life’s basic needs:�
Air, Water, Land, and Fire’s hue.�
Bright dancing light in sun’s rays,�
Moon drawn tides are gravity’s due.�

The people who swarm your body,�
Dig deep toward your fiery soul.�
Force you to give up your treasures,�
Leaving toxic land, and gaping hole.�

Water’s pure flow is life to the fish,�
And human alike, to insect and tree.�
Air breathes into us the Spirit’s wind,�
While pollution is on a deadly spree.�

Earth, your Creator is our Creator too,�
Love is imbedded in every formed cell.�
All thinking beings now, and of future,�
Treat Creation as sacred and thus be well.�

S. Diane Trollope�(U70)�Graphic by Diane Trollope�

http://www.bc.united-church.ca/content/bc-conference-general-meeting-0
http://www.ccsonline.ca
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Why Poetry?�
By Gerry Wolfram�
 As I scale back my work in�
ministry from full-time to half-time�
these days, I’m finding myself�
drawn back to my earlier love of�
literature and, in particular, poetry.�
Why poetry? What does poetry do,�
anyway? Sidestepping debates about�
the function of art, and deliberately�
avoiding the “critical theory”�
approach that many of us�
encountered in university courses, I�
can give a very personal response.�
 For the writer, creating a poem�
invites and in fact demands a time�
of reflection. Since this kind of�
musing often finds space at the end�
of my day, the reflection is�
prayerful, holding up the encounters�
and experiences of the day, looking�
for meaning, deepening�
understanding, and extending�
compassion for other parts of�
creation.�
 Then, finding language is a�
choosing and naming, which serves�
to crystallize consciousness. It is a�
joy to immerse oneself in language�
(which always emerges from a long�
linguistic and cultural tradition) and�
I can spend hours in the company of�
the Oxford English Dictionary or on�
the net. As well there is the�
sensuality of language, which�
invites play; for example, with�
alliteration, repetition, near-rhymes,�
elisions and invented words.�
 Poetry evokes a kind of music,�
whether we are luxuriating in the�
sounds of words, caught in the�
rhythm of lines and stanzas, or�
stopped short when the form breaks�
with our expectations. The pleasure�
of near-rhymes is also very like�

music and leads easily to song, as�
with Leonard Cohen, whose poetry�
slides into song so effectively.�
 Poetry offers connection in the�
sharing of it. We only write with the�
intention that someone will read.�
And the reader of a poem is in turn�
invited and required to slow down,�
reflect and become more�
contemplative for a time.�
 Finally, poetry writing offers a�
juicy, joyful affirmation of our own�
creativity. We are called to be co-�
creators with the Divine, not only in�
working for a more just and sharing�
world, but in playing with the�
various elements of God’s creation.�
 As someone who has spent�
years engaged in social ministry, I�
know that I give a great deal of�
energy and importance to action.�
Perhaps poetry helps me to balance�
this with reflection. In fact one�
could argue – in the time-honoured�
tradition of CCS learning – that�
there is a spiral dynamic at work�
here. Action (both private and�
public) invites reflection, naming�
and sharing in ways that lead to new�
consciousness for both the writer�
and the reader. And this expanded�
consciousness helps to inform future�
actions.�
 But this is not to suggest that�
writing is an utterly earnest�
endeavour. Often, poetry in the�
making yields beauty, compassion,�
humour and pure delight.�

[Gerry was part of the Program�
Staff  team at the Centre from 1998�
to 2004.]�

*  *  *�
“Christ’s place indeed is with the�
poets. His whole conception of�
Humanity sprang right out of the�
imagination and can only be realised�
by it. ... But his very life also is the�
most wonderful of poems.”�
        -Oscar Wilde,�

De Profundis� (1898)�

Opposite and right�: The background�
graphic was painted by Beth Walker, a�
CCS student finishing her second theme�

year, in preparation for the Spring Learning�
Circle’s Arts Festival. It was later used as a�
logo for the�2011 B.C. Conference meeting�.�
Check it out in colour in our online version�

of�Tapestry�at�ccsonline.ca�.�

Grace�
Grace�
comes as freshly falling snow�
shaping�
a warm white blanket�
of peaceful presence�
shimmering in the�
early morning light.�

Grace�
comes as the heart stirrings�
rousing�
a longing deep within�
for life lived in�
startling, transforming�
moments.�

Grace�
comes as invitation�
beckoning�
the reluctant heart�
to share the pain and joy�
of each new possibility�
waiting in the�
early morning sunrise.�

Grace�
comes as the Word�
silencing�
the voice of fear�
with a breathless prayer�
holding the heart�
in a Holy peace�
in dark, midnight hours.�

Grace�
comes as the visiting One�
teaching�
healing and loving�
charting another way�
carving a different path�
inviting us to make new footsteps�
in the freshly fallen snow.�

Alice Hanson�
(CCS student,�

third theme year)�

[Alice presented this poem at the�
Arts Festival, part of the Education�
Ministry Spring Learning Circle.]�

http://www.bc.united-church.ca/content/bc-conference-general-meeting-0
http://www.ccsonline.ca
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 A small boy sits at the Sunday�
dinner table, hoping that when the�
aunt beside him serves him the peas,�
she’ll make sure he gets the pat of�
butter melting on top. He likes the�
butter, and mostly likes the aunt. He�
doesn’t like having to stay in his�
scratchy Sunday wool trousers, but�
that is a small price to pay if his�
aunt will make sure he gets the�
butter pat on his plate. He’s too�
short to see if the butter is still there�
as the big bowl gets passed around,�
but when it is at last in his aunt’s�
strong, farm woman hands, he can�
see the bright yellow against the�
green. She spoons it onto his plate�
with a wink. An uncle at the other�
end of the big table is talking in a�
voice like he is telling a secret. The�
boy pricks up his ears. He likes�
secrets, likes to know the things the�
adults know. Even though he is still�
small, one day he will be big, and he�
needs to know these adult things.�
His uncle is talking about a�
neighbour, and he hears in the�
hushed secret tone the words,�the�
Catholics�. Several around the table,�
using the same kind of voice, offer�
their opinions on�the Catholics�. The�
boy is too young to grasp the�
community’s long-held rivalries and�
suspicions, but not too young to�
read the nuances in the adults’�
conversation.�The Catholics�, if�
nothing else, are not us,�
are different, other,�
strange. So strange, that�
when there is a pause in�
the conversation, the little�
boy asks, “But what�
language do they speak,�
the Catholics?”�
 One of the many�
differences between�
Protestants and Catholics�
is our relationship to the�
arts. An Asterix-style�
cartoon in a children’s�

brochure from Rotterdam’s Museum�
Boijmans van Beuningen illustrates�
that this difference has taken violent�
forms, showing as it does a group of�
Protestants destroying art in a�
Catholic Church. A table is�
overturned, and a chalice lies on the�
floor beside a beheaded statue�
suffering further indignities by a�
sledgehammer-wielding man.�
Behind him another vandal is�
tugging on a rope, trying to topple a�
different statue, a third man is�
smashing something else, and in the�
background, someone is going up a�
ladder to do violence to the stained-�
glass windows. This image�
embodies what historian Diarmud�
MacCulloch has called “the�
destructive enthusiasm of Protestant�
mobs,” who were intent on�
smashing the old Church.�
 Protestants are vulnerable to the�
critique that we sometimes behave�
as if nothing significant happened�
between the resurrection and the�
Reformation, or what did happen�
was wrong, wrong, wrong, and�
thankfully corrected by Martin�
Luther & Co. Under the influence of�
reformer Ulrich Zwingli, churches�
in his neck of the woods had their�
organs removed and pictures and�
images sold off or smashed. The�
term “Protestant art” is not quite an�
oxymoron, but over the centuries we�

have been known for our austerities.�
We are much more the little brown�
church in the vale than the ornate�
cathedral. Our primary art forms�
have been oral (music, preaching,�
prayer), with stained glass serving�
our visual needs. We are deeply�
marked by our Puritan suspicion of�
the arts. As a former parishioner�
said to me when asked to participate�
in a chancel drama, “I don’t hold�
with play acting.” Our relationship�
with the arts – and thus our�
relationship with artists – is broken.�
 As Phyllis Tickle recently�
wrote, the church feels compelled to�
hold a giant rummage sale every�
500 years, in which it sells off that�
which is no longer in working�
condition or no longer necessary.�
The Protestant Reformation was one�
of those “sales,” casting off visual�
art as idolatrous. But prior to this�
“rummage sale” was another. About�
the year 1054, the Great Schism saw�
the split of the church between the�
more philosophically grounded�
Roman Catholics and the more�
artistically grounded Eastern�
Orthodox. Thus, our western,�
Protestant argument with the arts�
has deep, historic roots. These roots�
are twisted, and unravelling them�
takes a better grasp of church�
history and art history than i�
possess, but it is beyond strange that�

the church was once a�
major patron of the arts,�
but now has become�
suspicious and hostile.�
In Protestant churches,�
only the narrowest range�
of art forms are deemed�
acceptable.�

The Arts: Healing Our Smashed Relationship�
By barb janes�

Left�: The Refinery, at St.�
James’ Anglican Church in�

Saskatoon, was on barb’s�
recent “arts and�

spirituality” pilgrimage.�

Continued on page 7�
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 From cave painting to�
Caravaggio, banners to PowerPoint,�
dervishes to songwriters, poets to�
playwrights, faith finds expression�
and exploration in the arts.�
Sometimes provocative (Almuth�
Luetkenhaus’ sculpture,�Crucified�
Woman�), sometimes ecstatic (Alvin�
Ailey’s choreography in�
Revelations�), always offering�
experiences provoking wonder and�
wondering. Even the starkest�
Presbyterian kirk in the Hebrides�
has an aesthetic – stark, yes; Zen-�
like, yes; but also carefully,�
artistically created.�
 As our town squares become�
increasingly privatized, and malls�
and big-box stores market�
themselves as “community centres,”�
local arts are increasingly being left�
landless. Although Protestantism�
has a troubled relationship with the�
arts, we also know the arts as both�
prophet and pastor, daring to speak�
of things that matter. Indeed,�
concert halls, theatres and museums�
have become contemporary�
churches of a sort, venues where�
people seek spiritual experiences.�
 What if churches were to�
become cinemas, concert halls,�
theatres, galleries and performance�
spaces, as well as places of�
worship? What if we widened our�
practice of hospitality to open our�
spaces to local artistic communities?�
What if we welcomed the smashed�
fragments of our hurting world, and�
saw our buildings as the studios�
where artists might make mosaics�
out of the broken bits? Here and�
there churches are offering�
hospitality, and in some cases a�

home to the arts. On a three-month�
sabbatical in the spring of 2010, my�
pilgrimage to such places of�
worship began with the hospitable�
Benedictine community of St.�
John’s Abbey, Minnesota. I went on�
to visit St. James’ Anglican�
(Saskatoon), which has reinvented�
its parish hall as a community arts�
centre and named it The Refinery;�
Trinity St. Paul’s United (Toronto),�
which names itself a Centre for�
Faith, Justice and the Arts;�
Sydenham Street United (Kingston),�
which has empowered�
congregational visual, musical and�
poetic artists in a resurrection�
project; Trinity Episcopal�
(Cleveland), which has embraced�
piazza theology, recreating their�
church building as a town square/�
sacred public space for arts, justice�
work and spirituality; and Old Stone�
Presbyterian Church (Cleveland, a�

few blocks from Trinity), which�
boasts a new art gallery with an�
edgy mandate.�
 Our buildings have the gift of�
space. Consider how we might offer�
that gift to actors, playwrights,�
dancers, visual artists, composers�
and poets, and thus to the wider�
community. Consider how our gift�
of hospitality may in turn gift the�
church/community with the vision�
artists offer. Perhaps we may begin�
to heal our broken relationship with�
the arts.�
[barb spent her sabbatical visiting�
churches offering hospitality to the�
arts, and has presented her research�
twice at CCS: first in February as�
part of our “Mindful Munchin’”�
series, then in April as part of the�
Education Ministry Spring Learning�
Circle. A Winnipeg resident, barb is�
part of the ministry team at Crescent�
Fort Rouge United.]�

Continued from page 6�

Right�: Participants in the recent�
Leadership Development Module,�

which was held in Winnipeg from May�
30 to June 11.�Back row�: Ted Dodd,�

Hubert Den Draak.�Middle row�:�
 Sita Dookeran, Laura Steel,�

Patrick Woodbeck.�Front row�:�
Scott Douglas, Chris Grose,�

Lynne Sanderson�
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 Drama is one of those art forms�
that is intimidating to some and�
exhilarating to others. It can be as�
basic as reading a few lines from a�
sheet of paper to improvising freely,�
to memorizing lines and acting out a�
scene in full costume. It’s also a�
very useful way to examine more�
closely a story of any kind and to�
gain insights into the reality of the�
message.�
 When one uses the Bible as the�
foundation for drama, interesting�
and emotional things can occur. The�
roles that one plays can provide�
insight into the particular passage of�
scripture and insight into the�
characters in the story, their�
thoughts and feelings. The Bible�
story comes alive when experienced�
this way, and through the�
experience comes understanding�
about ourselves, our humanity, and�
our spirits. I’ve had people tell me�
afterwards that they had never given�
much thought to the people in the�
Bible stories. In fact, they had never�
really thought of them as having�
been real people experiencing God�
in their own time.�
 I first learned about�
Bibliodrama while working with a�
congregation to bring something�

new and different to their Lenten�
experience. A resource was�
suggested to me called�Scripture�
Windows: Toward a Practice of�
Bibliodrama�, written by Peter A.�
Pitzele. The book goes into much�
detail and presents various levels of�
Bibliodrama if one wants to go�
further with it than what is�
presented here. For our purposes,�
we took the premise of the book at�
its most basic level and created a�
weekly worship, meal and study�
session for the six weeks of Lent,�
using the Gospel of Mark as our�
scriptural backdrop. I have since�
used it in a Sunday morning�
worship setting, a workshop in a�
retreat setting, a workshop for a�
congregation post-worship, and as a�
devotion at the beginning of a�
meeting.�
 In its most basic sense,�
Bibliodrama is a form of role-�
playing, taking the roles from�
scripture passages. It is not acting�
out the passage. The objective is to�
dig deeper into the story of the�
passage and to connect with the�
various players to understand what�
they may have been thinking or�
feeling during the experience. The�
passage has to be fairly narrative in�

order for this to work well, with at�
least a few characters named, others�
who are mentioned but unnamed,�
and others presumed to be present,�
but not mentioned specifically.�
 To start with, an introduction is�
given to Bibliodrama to allay fears�
of the congregants or participants,�
so they know they are not expected�
to perform on a stage, but simply to�
speak from their seats. They are also�
reminded that even if they choose�
not to speak, they can still connect�
with one or more of the characters�
and just think about what they�
would say if they felt comfortable�
enough to do so, and that they are�
still participating as witnesses to the�
experience. Often a prayer is offered�
at the start, reminding people to be�
open to the movement of the Spirit�
and to relax, have fun, and not feel�
pressured to take part.�
 The next step is to read the�
scripture passage to them slowly, so�
they have time to use their�
imaginations to get the images in�
their minds’ eye. I also usually give�
some context to the passage,�
perhaps a bit of exegesis, again to�
help them get a picture of the scene�
in their minds. Sometimes I will�
identify the characters I see or�
imagine in the story. Now this is�
where the hard part comes in for the�
facilitator – you must be silent and�
let the people think. Don’t give into�
the temptation to fill the dead air. It�
can take upwards of two to three�
minutes before someone feels�
comfortable enough to start. It does�
help if you have been able to plant�
one or two persons in the�
congregation or setting ... Once one�

Bibliodrama: Bringing the Stories to Life�
By Linda Clark�

Left�: At the Annual Service of Celebration�
on April 3, Mary Ellen Moore (right) was�

honoured as Companion of the Centre. She�
is pictured here with Carolynne Bouey-�

Shank (U00), Co-Chair of Central Council.�

Continued on page 9�
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 The cast was stunned. I�
remember, as the director, sitting in�
the audience and suddenly feeling�
filled with compassion, totally�
connected with the Holy Spirit. I�
looked at the cast members and�
knew they were feeling the same.�
We were feeling what we hoped the�
audience would feel from our�
performance. But the words that�
touched us and moved us were�
completely unexpected.�
 Thirty-three years ago I directed�
a play called�Celebration One�,�
written by Dorothy Griffin, a friend�
of mine. The play is about the�
struggles of a woman who lost her�
husband and only child in a car�
accident.�
 In preparing for rehearsals I�
realized the play flowed rather�
neatly into an order of service,�
including one scene in which a�
minister delivers his reflection.�
What we did was to weave the play�
into our church service, including�
announcements and offering and�
blessing. The cast entered the�
service as ushers, readers and�
greeters. Reality blurred with theatre�
and all became one. It wasn’t�
worship with a play; it was worship.�
 We went to other churches and�
again wove the play into their�
service format. This particular�
Sunday we were at a Mennonite�
congregation in Winnipeg.�
 In the play, there is a scene in�
which the cast talk about life, its�
joys and sorrows. Joys included�
“your first grandchild,” and “getting�
a big fish on the last day of your�
holidays;” sorrows included “it is�

cancer,” and “seeing your friend fall�
and seeing the blood.”�
 This particular congregation had�
a time in its service when members�
were invited to raise any concerns or�
joys from the past week. In our�
service, we did the scene and then�
asked congregational members for�
their prayers. The first person who�
spoke created the holy moment for�
the cast and me. She prayed for a�
friend who had just been released�
from hospital after a breakdown and�
was finding it extremely difficult to�
find a place to live and a place to�
work. We couldn’t�
believe it, because we�
were about to reveal�
that the woman in the�
play had just had that�
same experience!�
 Not only were�
worship and theatre�
one, but now theatre�
and life had become�
one. We were no�
longer talking about a�
fictional woman with�
a fictional problem.�
She had become real�
to us and to the�
audience. We were�

person speaks, others usually�
follow. As the facilitator/director, it�
is good to have some questions�
ready to pose to the characters, as if�
you were interviewing them, and�
also to encourage “conversations”�

among the characters. A�
Bibliodrama session can run�
anywhere from 15-30 minutes.�
Always remember to debrief at the�
end of the experience by asking�
folks how it felt to take part.�
[Linda (U97) is currently Minister�

for Christian Development and�
Pastoral Care at Stoney Creek�
United Church. She is also Chair of�
the Division of Ministry Personnel�
and Education and Chair of the�
Children and Youth Ministry�
Network, both in Hamilton Conf.]�

We Were Amazed as Spirit and Art Became One�
By Ken Delisle�

touched with the power of art, of�
spirit, of love and of compassion in�
a way we could never have�
imagined or planned.�
 As our play continued, the�
woman in the play found a friend, a�
home and a job. Would the woman�
we prayed for find the same? We�
later learned that she did.�
 The Spirit had moved us and�
moved through us. Thank you, God,�
for that holy moment that still�
shapes me.�
[Ken is a former Co-Chair of CCS�
and a Companion of the Centre.]�

Continued from page 8�

Right�: Terrie Chedore�
(U10) holding one of her�

paintings�–� a pastel of�
her step-father, Josef,�

and her great-niece, Ella.�
Of this art, Terrie writes,�

“ ... it’s full of�
theological implications�
... family, relationships,�

the spirit of God’s�
presence, love, promise,�
renewal, hope, grace ...”�
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Vicky Aldersley�
 Before beginning her studies at�
CCS in 2007, Vicky was a�
Chartered Accountant. She�
experienced her call to ministry at�
the Leadership Development�
Module, which she was taking to be�
a more effective lay leader at her�
home congregation in Oakville,�
Ontario.�
 Vicky feels called to be a�
follower of the way that Jesus�
modelled – to teach, to feed, to heal,�
to befriend and to serve, sharing the�
love that is God with the people of�
God. She was commissioned by�
Hamilton Conference on May 29,�
and has accepted an appointment to�
the New Credit-Delaware Pastoral�
Charge in Erie Presbytery.�

Mary Elliott�
 Throughout her time at CCS,�
Mary has considered it a high�
priority to share what she has�
learned with others in her faith�
community, and to reach out to the�
larger community, including women�
and children in abusive situations,�
homeless people, people with AIDS,�
and people struggling with�

addictions. Long committed to lay�
leadership, she is a member of the�
leadership team for the Five Oaks�
Licensed Lay Worship Leadership�
Program. In recent years she began�
to experience a call to diaconal�
ministry, and she is currently�
nearing the completion of her�
discernment process.�

Kimiko Karpoff�
 Kimiko has deep roots in the�
United Church of Canada – both�
grandfathers were ordained�
ministers, and both grandmothers�
trained as deaconesses and�
missionaries and did much of the�
work in the churches they served�
with their husbands.�
 Before beginning her studies at�
CCS, Kimiko worked in both�
communications and community�
outreach. She is passionate about�
facilitating opportunities for people�
to explore issues of faith and�
spirituality, and has strong�
leadership skills that enliven the�
gifts of others. She feels called to�
journey through the challenges and�
opportunities of a church in�
transition.�

Deb Kigar�
 Deb has lived her adult life in�
Hamilton, Ontario, working for 30�
years in neurological research at�
McMaster University. While it was�
the community-based education�
model of CCS that drew Deb in, it�
has been the action-reflection�
learning methods that have ignited�
both her heart and mind. She�
considers her field placement in an�
outreach ministry in downtown�
Hamilton and her mission trip to�
Venezuela – both of which fed her�
passion for the work of solidarity�
and social transformation – as�
highlights of her time at CCS.�
 Deb was commissioned by�
Hamilton Conference on May 29,�
2011, and has been settled in�
Harrington Harbour, Quebec. She�
and her husband Bill are very�
enthusiastic about this adventure in�
ministry and life.�

Mary Elizabeth Piercy�
 Spirituality and spiritual�
practice (e.g., the Week of Guided�
Prayer) play a major role in Mary�
Elizabeth’s life. Her faith�
commitment grounds her deep�
concern for food justice and leads�
her to promote awareness of local�
food sourcing in church and�
community. Music is a life-long�
interest and source of joy, and she�
has recently joined a biblical�
drumming group in her�
congregation at Bracebridge United�
Church.�
 Mary Elizabeth’s experience�
working in pre-school family�
support gave her insight into the�
invisible corners into which people�
can slip. Her hope is to bring divine�
illumination into these corners.�

Congratulations to This Year’s Graduates�

Left� (l to r): CCS’s 2011 grads!�
Back row�: Vicky, Mary Elizabeth, Deb.�

Front row:� Kimiko, Mary.�
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Kaufman Renewal &�
Emergency Fund�
Who can apply?�
·� graduates of CCS or its predecessor bodies�
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·� members of the former Association for Professional Church workers�

What is its purpose?�
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Births:�
Congratulations to�Julia and Mark�
Laird� on the birth of a baby girl,�
Lily�, on February 14, 2011. Mark is�
a CCS student finishing his second�
theme year.�

Deaths:�
Florence (Cochrane) Butler� (U51)�
of Edmonton died on March 1,�
2011. During her many years in the�
United Church, she was actively�
involved in Sunday School work,�
Explorers and the United Church�
Women.�

Mary (Burns) Field� (U41) died on�
January 16, 2011, in Port Elgin,�
ON. Also a registered nurse, Mary�
worked in mission hospitals in�
Ethelhart, MB, and Hearst, ON.�

Thelma-Anne McLeod�, a 50-year�
professed sister of St. John the�
Divine (SSJD), died on April 30 at�
the age of 82. Over the years, CCS�
held learning circles at the convent�
of SSJD, and Sister Thelma-Anne�
was beloved by students and staff.�
An accomplished musician, she was�
very involved with the production of�
Common Praise�. In recent years she�
wrote�In Age Reborn, By Grace�
Sustained�, a book on the spirituality�
of aging and chronic disease.�

Margaret (Creighton) Read� (U55)�
died on February 20, 2011, in�
Nanton, AB.�

Editorial Note�
 Thank you to everyone who�
submitted articles, photos and�
artwork for this issue. Thanks also�
to CCS staff for helping in many�
different ways. The theme for our�

Passages� next issue is “politics/government�
and the church,” and we invite you�
to submit articles, artwork or photos�
to tapestry@ccsonline.ca before�
September 23.�



Upcoming Events�
at the�

Centre for Christian Studies�

Leadership Development Module�
Aug. 8 - 20, 2011,� in Tatagamouche, Nova Scotia�

This intensive two-week course is an introduction to�
Centre for Christian Studies diploma and year-long�
certificate programs. Using a participatory process, we will�
explore such topics as group dynamics, facilitation, conflict�
resolution and learning styles. Participants will work in�
groups to design and lead both worship and workshops, and�
will come to know themselves better through various�
exercises in self-development.�

Pastoral Care Fall Learning Circle�
Oct. 12 - 27, 2011,� in Winnipeg�
 The Pastoral Care Year, which includes two learning�
circles and a field placement, fosters the development of�
creative, compassionate, confident leaders in Pastoral Care.�
Themes explored during the year include counseling,�
professional ethics, sexuality, and violence and abuse.�
Participants will learn the art of soul listening and sensitive�
attending. They will also develop a justice- and�
compassion-oriented approach to pastoral care, which�

integrates social analysis with response to�
immediate needs.�

Centre for Christian Studies�
Woodsworth House�
60 Maryland Street�

Winnipeg, MB  R3G 1K7�

Students at CCS learn through�:�
 • integration of experience and academics�

• intentional community-building�
• personal growth and transformation�

CCS prepares leaders in ministry who:�
• embrace God’s incarnation in humanity and the world�
• embody God’s care and compassion for all�
• empower others to use their gifts�
• enable change toward justice�

To facilitate integration of learning,�
students participate in:�
A Field Placement�
• 12 hours per week engaged in ministry in your home�
 community, possibly combined with employment�

2 Learning Circles...�
• students from across the country gather for�
 two 16-day learning circles per year in�
 Winnipeg during the fall and�
 spring.�

For more about CCS’s�

unique programs in�

Christian leadership,�

call 204-783-4490, e-mail�

info@ccsonline.ca or�

check out our website�

at www.ccsonline.ca�


